Keeping Busy at Home – Reception
Hello everyone!
Please see these activities that you can keep busy with this week. I would love to know
how you get on so don’t forget you can Tweet us @VHAMrsSmith and @juckes

Online Activities
Activity
This week’s assignment is to
sort out the shapes
according to how many
corners they have.
Go to Age 5 Setup and this
time, scroll down until you
see the Assignments button.
It looks like this:

Please note this only works
on screens over 7”, so
tablets and PCs but not
phones.
Watch the book Mad About
Minibeasts on YouTube.
Choose your favourite poem
and write a sentence to say
why you like it.
Go on a Minibeast Hunt with
Jess from CBeebies.

Where to find it
https://www.busythings.c
o.uk/play/

Helpful tips
Username: home3681
Password: worm9173
Don’t forget to type in your
name so that we can see who
you are – and don’t forget to
click “Submit” at the end, or
we won’t get your work!

https://www.youtube.com/chann
el/UC8WwRP1nZaTwuWRC4F94
m4g

You can write more than one
sentence if you cannot
choose just one favourite.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/
games/mini-beast-adventurewith-jess-minibeast-spotter

How many of the creatures
did you find on your hunt last
week?
You can find this week’s as
well as all previous weeks on
the YouTube Channel.
Record yourself singing along
with the song.

Try Mr Hutchinson’s Weekly
PE Challenge.

https://www.youtube.com/chann
el/UC8WwRP1nZaTwuWRC4F94
m4g

Watch and sing Incy Wincey
Spider.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/sch
ool-radio/nursery-rhymes-incywincy-spider/zr4yt39
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Non Screen Activities
Activity
Choose a minibeast. Think of as many rhyming words as
you can to go with it.

How many minibeasts can you make out of a cardboard
tube?
Go on a shape hunt around the house. What 3-D shapes
can you see? See if you can find:
Sphere
Cube
Cylinder
Cone
In school we “Keep Right” when we move around from
one place to another. Find a way of learning your LEFT and
RIGHT.
Use the minibeast mat to play I-Spy.

Helpful tips
Say the words out loud.
Most of them are nonsense
words, but some will be real
words.
Take photos of your
creations.
You can find more shapes
than just those listed if you
can name them!
Can you make up a rhyme,
or a song, or a picture?
Remember to say the initial
sound of the minibeast that
you can see.
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